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Abstract In Optical Burst Switching (OBS), packets
travel through the network core as part of longer-size
optical bursts, which do not suffer electronic conversion
until they reach an eggress point. Typically, such optical bursts comprise tens or hundreds of packets, which
are assembled/deassembled at border nodes. During the
burst-formation process, each arriving packet must wait
until the final burst is complete, which clearly adds an
extra delay on each packet in the burst, especially on
those arriving earlier. However, such burst-assembly delay may be excessive for the appropriate performance of
certain applications, mainly real-time interactive ones.
This work’s findings are twofold: first, it characterises
the burst-assembly delay distribution of each packet in
a burst arisen by the main assembly algorithms found
in the literature; and, second, it introduces a new burstassembly strategy that takes into account the particular
delay constrains of packets in the formation of optical
bursts, along with a detailed study of its properties.
Keywords Optical Burst Switching · Burst-assembly
delay analysis · Burst-assembly delay differentiation
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The Optical Burst Switching (OBS) approach for the
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Wavelength Division Multiplexed (WDM) network
infrastructures has been recently proposed as a solution for the ever-increasing demand of bandwidth capacity [16, 20]. In such backbone networks, ingress nodes
accumulate incoming packets and generate large-size
optical bursts, which are treated optically over the network core.
Clearly, a good understanding of the burst generation
process, that is, the burst-assembly algorithms implemented at core nodes, is crucial in determining meaningful network performance measures and further
designing and engineering OBS networks [7]. For instance, the size characteristics of optical bursts clearly
impact on the probability of finding available time-slots
at intermediate nodes at which bursts are to be scheduled [19, 10]. Also, the design of the burst-assembly algorithm determines the level of link utilisation [3].
Typically, the process of burst assembly, often referred
to as “burstification”, follows one of the following policies: size-based [18], time-based [8] and mixed-based
[1, 21]. The former strategy consists of generating fixedsize bursts, thus gathering input packets until such targeted burst-size is reached. Time-based algorithms
assemble input packets for a certain amount of time,
which is controlled by a given assembly timer, and generates the optical burst only when such timer expires.
Finally, the mixed-based policy combines the two strategies above and generates the optical burst as soon as
the time or the size constrain is met, whichever occurs
first.
Previous studies have analysed in detail the burstassembly process, mainly focusing on the characterisation of outgoing burst sizes [14], the burst interdeparture times [5, 15], its impact on different aspects of
global network performance, such as link utilisation and
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blocking probability at intermediate nodes [2, 24], or a
combination of some of these aspects. Other subjects
of interest regarding the burstification process have included the study of the smoothing effect caused on the
incoming traffic burstiness [5, 8, 21, 22], the influence of
self-similarity [11] and the impact of the burst-assembly
process on TCP performance [1, 23, 26].
However, to the best of our knowledge, only a few
studies have paid attention to the actual burst-assembly delay distribution experienced by the packets in a
given optical burst and its characterisation [2, 25]. For
instance, in Zapata et al. [25], only the maximum and
average delay values are studied, but no other metrics,
such as the variance, nor the actual delay distribution,
are derived. Rodrigo de Vega et al. [5] take one step
further in the analysis of burst-assembly delay and compute the delay of the first packet in the burst, but do not
mention the delay suffered by each of the other packets
in that burst. Similarly, Choi et al. [2] study the average
burst inter-departure times. Hence, such studies only
provide a few statistical metrics of such burst-assembly
delay, but, as far as we are concerned, there is no detailed study on the probability distribution of the burstassembly delay suffered by each packet in an optical
burst.
Indeed, the characterisation of such burst-assembly
delay probability distribution is key when dealing with
interactive applications, such as videoconferencing, Internet telephony and online gaming. Such applications
typically constitute only a small portion of the total traffic, and have tight delay-requirements to optimally perform. Accordingly, if not designed carefully, the extra
delay added during the burst-assembly process may exceed the maximum delay value tolerated by that application. This problem has been traditionally addressed
by assembling packets with the same QoS requirements
together [13]. However, if the input rate of such delayconstrained traffic is low and the delay requirements
of that particular class are tight, typical assembly algorithms dispatch bursts with small sizes. A possible solution to this problem consists of assemblying packets with
different delay requirements together, and adjusting the
parameters of the assembly algorithms to meet the delay constrains of the packets with the highest priority in
the burst.
This work’s contribution is twofold: first, it aims to
analyse in detail the burst-assembly delay suffered by
incoming packets at border OBS nodes under the most
common burst-assembly policies found in the literature,
along with a comparison between them; and second, it
proposes two algorithms for assemblying packets with
different delay constrains and analyses the characteristics of the resulting optical bursts.

The reminder of this work is organised as follows:
“Burst-assembly process revisited” section analyses in
detail the structure and probability distribution of burstsize and packet-delay produced by each burst-assembly algorithm. “Burst-assembly algorithms with service
differentiation” presents two delay-constrained burst
assembly algorithms, and studies its characteristics and
features. Finally, “Summary and conclusions” summarises the main findings and possible further studies arising
from this work.

Burst-assembly process revisited
Burst-assembly algorithms are typically employed at
ingress OBS nodes, which play the crucial role of bridging traffic towards the all-optical network infrastructure.
Essentially, ingress nodes accumulate incoming packets
from the outside electrical plane and generate optical
bursts of tens or hundreds of packets following a time
and/or size policy. To analyse the size and assembly delay characteristics of each burst-assembly algorithm, the
forthcoming study shall assume that incoming packets
arrive following a Poissonian basis. This assumption has
been extensively considered in the optical networks literature [3, 5, 7, 17, 18, 21] and is gaining in importance
among the network research community after the recent
studies on network traffic measurements [9, 12].
For notation purposes, let xi , i = 1, . . . , N − 1 refer to
the time elapsed between the ith and the i + 1th packet
arrivals, as shown in Fig. 1. Clearly, under Poissonian
arrivals, such interarrival times are negative exponentially distributed with parameter λ.
Essentially, burst-assembly algorithms accumulate
traffic until a fixed number of packets or bytes have arrived (Smax condition) and/or the first incoming packet
has waited a given amount of time (Tmax condition). We
shall refer to N as the random variable that represents
the number of packets fitting in a burst under the conditions above, and to di , i = 1, . . . , N as the burst-assembly
delay
suffered by the ith packet in such burst. Clearly,
di = N−1
j=i xj .
For simplicity, all incoming packets shall be assumed
equally sized. Finally, it is worth remarking that the
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amount of packets gathered by any border node within
time t is given by:
P(N = n) =

(λt)n−1 −λt
e ,
(n − 1)!

n = 1, 2, . . .

(1)

which avoids the case n = 0 since all bursts must have
at least one packet in it, obviously.
The following section provides deep analysis of the
bursts’ main features i.e., size structure and burst-assembly delay, obtained by the three typical burst-assembly
algorithms: size-based (“Size-based algorithms”
section), time-based (“Time-based algorithms” section)
and mixed-based (“Mixed-based algorithms” section)
algorithms.
Size-based algorithms
Size-based burst-assembly algorithms accumulate packets until the total size of the aggregated traffic reaches
a given value, namely Smax or S bytes or packets. Since
all incoming packets are assumed to have the same size,
then a burst is ready when a number of Smax packets
have arrived at the network edge. Thus, the burst-size
distribution is constant with value Smax and P(N = n) =
δ(n − S), n = 1, . . . , S where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function.
This algorithm outputs bursts with average-size
E[N] = Smax and variance Var[N] = 0. According to
this, by tuning the Smax parameter in the burstification
process, border nodes can size the outgoing bursts, for
instance, on attempts to adequately fit them in the forthcoming core nodes scheduler. This is an important feature of size-based burst assembly algorithms.
Concerning the burst-assembly delay suffered by each
packet in the burst, the following lemma states its probability distribution:
Lemma 1 The probability density function fdi (d) of the
burstification delay, di , experienced by the ith packet
(i = 1, . . . , S) in the burst follows a Gamma distribution with parameter λ and S − i degrees of freedom, that
is:
fdi (d) = d (S − i, λ)
=

λS−i dS−i−1 −λd
e ,
(S − i − 1)!

i = 1, . . . , S,

d≥0

(2)

where λ = 1/EX is the input traffic rate (EX being the
average time of packet interarrivals), and S is targeted
burst size.

Proof Eq. 2 arises directly from the fact that di = S−1
j=i
xj ∼ (S − i, λ), since xj ∼ exp(λ) for j = i, . . . , S − 1 
.

It is worth noting that the probability distribution
above has the following mean and variance values:
S−i
λ
S−i
Var[di ] =
λ2
E[di ] =

(3)
(4)

which provides the ith packet’s delay mean and variance. Clearly, the value E[d1 ] = Smaxλ −1 is not only the
average delay experienced by the first packet, but also
gives the average burst-formation time.

Time-based algorithms
Time-based burst assembly algorithms accumulate packets on a time basis. Basically, the first packet arrival
triggers the so-called assembly-timer and, after this,
incoming packets are aggregated together until the
assembly-timer reaches a given threshold value, namely
Tmax or just T. When so, the optical burst is generated,
and the assembly-timer is reset to zero until a new packet
arrival starts it.
Under Poissonian packet arrivals with input rate λ,
the size of the ouput bursts follows the distribution given
in Eq. 1 evaluated at t = T:
P(N = n) =

(λT)n−1 −λT
,
e
(n − 1)!

n = 1, 2, . . .

(5)

with the following mean and variance values:
E[N] = λT + 1
Var[N] = λT

(6)
(7)

The analysis of the burst-assembly delay is slightly more
complicated than in the Smax algorithms. Basically, the
fact that time-based algorithms output variable size
bursts, makes difficult the task of computing the ith
packet delay, since the burst may have a size n < i packets. Nevertheless, the appendix section “Burst-assembly
process revisited” provides the probability distribution
of the ith packet delay, assuming a total of n packet arrivals within the interval [0, T]. The reader is encouraged
to refer to such appendix for further details.
With such result, the following lemma states the
actual burst-assembly delay distribution of the ith packet
regardless of the actual number of packets comprising
the burst.
Lemma 2 The probability density function fdi (d) of the
burst-assembly delay di , i = 1, 2, . . ., experienced by the
ith packet in the burst follows a truncated Gamma
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distribution evaluated at T − d, with parameter λ and
i − 1 degrees of freedom, that is:

Mixed-based algorithms

fdi (d) = T−d (i − 1, λ)

Time and size mixed-based algorithms constitute a combination of the two designs studied above. The burstassembly algorithm considers a burst is complete when
either the accumulated traffic volume reaches the size
threshold Smax or the burst-assembly timer expires, i.e.,
Tmax , whichever occurs first.
According to this, the burst has a size of N = n
packets given by:

n,
if n < Smax
(13)
N=
Smax , otherwise

λi−1 (T − d)i−2 −λ(T−d)
,
e
(i − 2)!
d1 = T a. s.
=

i = 2, . . . ,

di ≤ T
(8)

where λ = 1/EX refers to the input traffic rate.
Proof Lemma 4 in the appendix section “Burst-assembly process revisited” gives the delay pdf of the ith
packet assuming the burst contains up to n ≥ i packets, that is, fdi |n (d). To compute the delay distribution of
the ith packet in any burst with at least i packets, it is
necessary to add the probabilities of all cases. This is:
fdi (d) =

∞


fdi |n (d)P(n)

E[N] =

n=i
∞


 n−i+1
d
n!
=
(n
−
i
+
1)!(i
−
2)!
T
n=i
  

T − d i−2 1 (λT)n −λT
e
×
T
T
n!
∞
e−λT (T − d)i−2  n dn−i+1
=
λ
(i − 2)!
(n − i + 1)!
n=i
=
=

− d)i−2

(i − 2)!

e−λ(T−d)

S−1


∞

(n+1)

n=0

 (λT)n−1
(λT)n−1 −λT
e
e−λT
+S
(n−1)!
(n−1)!
n=S

inc (S−1, λT)
inc (S, λT)
= S+(λT)
+(1−S)
(14)
(S−2)!
(S − 1)!
where inc (n, x) is the upper incomplete gamma function, described before.
The burst-size variance is given by Var[N] = E[N 2 ] −
(E[N])2 , where E[N 2 ] is obtained by:

∞
λi−1 e−λT (T − d)i−2  (λd)n−i+1
(i − 2)!
(n − i + 1)!
n=i

λi−1 (T

To compute the average burst size, we must take into
account the two cases above, i.e., the cases at which the
burst is completed due to the Smax and Tmax conditions:

E[N 2 ] =

S−1


(n+1)2

n=0

(9)



Therefore, the mean and variance of the ith packet
delay is given by:

+S2

(λT)n−1 −λT
e
(n−1)!

∞

(λT)n−1
n=S

(n−1)!

e−λT

inc (S − 2, λT)
(S − 3)!
inc (S − 1, λT) inc (S, λT)
+
+3(λT)
(S − 2)!
(S − 1)!

= (λT)2

(15)

i−1
(10)
E[di ] = T −
λ
i−1
Var[di ] = 2
(11)
λ
and the burst-assembly delay suffered by any packet in
the burst never exceeds the time-threshold value T.
Finally, it is also worth remarking that, for those cases
with i > n, the delay is obviously null. The amount of
cases at which this event occurs is given by:

Lemma 3 The probability density function fdi (d) of the
burst-assembly delay di experienced by the ith packet in
a burst generated following a time and size mixed-based
policy is given by the following probability distribution:

i−1

(λT)n

fdi (d) = T−d (i, λ)

Finally, the burst-assembly delay experienced by the ith
packet in the burst takes an expression given by a combination of the results in the sections above. The following
lemma states this result.

where inc refers to the upper incomplete gamma distribution function.1

inc (S − i, λd)
(S − i − 1)!


inc (i, λ(T − d))
,
+d (S − i, λ) 1 −
(i − 1)!
i = 1, . . . , N, d ≥ 0

Upper incomplete gamma function inc (n, x) = (n − 1)!

xk
e−x n−1
k=0 k!

Proof For simplicity, we shall split the proof into two
cases: (1) The case n > S which represents the cases

n=0

1

n!

e−λT =

inc (i, λT)
(i − 1)!

(12)

(16)
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at which the Smax condition is met first; and, (2) the
case n < S whereby the burst is assembled due to timer
expiration.
(1) If n > S:
∞


fdi |n (d)P(n)

n=S
∞


 S−i−1
d
n!
=
(S − i − 1)!(n − S + i)! T
n=S


T − d n−S+i (λT)n −λT
e
×
T
n!
∞
λS−i dS−i−1 −λT  (λ(T − d))n−S+i
=
e
(S − i − 1)!
(n − S + i)!
n=S


inc (i, λ(T − d))
= d (S − i, λ) 1 −
(i − 1)!

(17)

and
(2) If n < S:
S


fdi |n (d)P(n) =

n=i


×

S

n=i

T−d
T

n−i

n!
(n − i)!(i − 1)!

 n−i
d
T

1 (λT)n −λT
e
T n!

λi (T − d)i−1 −λT  (λd)n−i
e
(i − 1)!
(S − i − 1)!
n=i
S

=

λi (T − d)i−1 −λ(T−d) inc (S − i, λd)
e
(i − 1)!
(S − i − 1)!
inc (S − i, λd)
= T−d (i, λ)
(S − i − 1)!
=

(18)

the final probability is the sum of the two components.


Similarly to the time-based assembly algorithms, the
cases where i > n give null burst-assembly delay. The
amount of cases at which this event occurs is given by:
i−1

(λT)n
n=0

n!

e−λT

inc (i, λT)
=
(i − 1)!

based algorithm with Tmax = Smaxλ −1 = 5 units of time,
such that both policies output bursts with the same average size. Finally, a mixed-based algorithm with values
(Smax = 51, Tmax = 5) has also been simulated.
Figure 2 shows the simulated burst-assembly delay
suffered by the 1st, 15th, 30th and 45th packet following
the size-based burst-assembly algorithm, together with
the theoretical distribution given by Lemma 1. As expected, the theoretical gamma distribution accurately
matches each packet’s burst assembly delay. Clearly,
the early arrivals (Fig. 2 top-left) experience higher and
more variable values of delay than the latter ones (Fig. 2
botton-right), as expected from Eqs. 3 and 4.
Figure 3 shows the same metrics but for the timebased assembly algorithm with Tmax = 5 units of time.
Again, the delay values predicted by Lemma 2 agree
with the simulation results. It is also interesting to see
the fact that, for the ith packet, the larger the value
of i, the greater the probability of zero delay given by
Eq. 12, that is, the probability of burst sizes smaller than
i. Hence, in such cases, the Dirac delta takes a higher
value.
Figure 4 shows the burst-assembly delay of the 1st,
15th, 30th and 45th packet under the (Smax = 51, Tmax =
5) policy. The figure also shows the burst-formation
probability components, as explained in the proof of
Lemma 3. Clearly, the total probability density function
arises as the weighted sum of such components.
Finally, Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the burst-assembly delay experienced by the 1st, 15th, 30th and 45th
packets under the three different strategies. For simplicity, the plot shows the cumulative distribution function
(CDF).
As shown, although the size-based assembly policy
does not provide a delay bound, the delay CCD exceeds
with little probability the value:

S−i
S−i
+3
λ
λ2

(20)

(19)

Numerical and simulation experiments
This section aims to check the validity of the equations obtained in the previous lemmas with simulated
results, and further compare the three burst-assembly
algorithms. To this end, we have simulated 2 × 105 pack1
= 10
ets arriving at a border node at a rate λ = EX
packets per unit of time. We have considered a sizebased algorithm with Smax = 51 packets, and a time-

which equals 7.12, 5.4, 3.47 and 1.33 units of time for
the 1st, 15th, 30th and 45th packet, respectively. On the
other hand, time-based assembly algorithms ensure that
no packets experience a burst-assembly delay above the
Tmax value, which is crucial for packets with strict delay constrains, as shall be shown in the next section.
Finally, the mixed size- and time-based strategies shows
a combined behaviour of the two strategies, and thus
behave similarly to the Tmax strategy for early arrivals
experiencing high delays and to the Smax strategy for
early arrivals experiencing low delay values, and viceversa.
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Fig. 2 Delay analysis of the 1st (top-left), 15th (top-right), 30th (bottom-left) and 45th (bottom-right) packet obtained when using a
burst-assembly algorithm with Smax = 51 and λ = 10

Burst-assembly algorithms with service differentiation
When dealing with delay-based service differentiation,
size-based burst-assembly strategies are not very appealing since packets may experience excessive delay values
during the burst assembly process. Particularly, in realtime applications such as Internet telephony, videoconferencing, and online gaming, when packets are desired
not to suffer excessive delays, the Tmax burst assembly
strategy appears more suitable, since it limits the assembly delay to the so-called Tmax threshold value.
However, the choice of a small Tmax value to satisfy
such delay-constrained application requirements
will typically output optical bursts of small-size, which
reduces the benefits of single electrical/optical conversion per burst. Furthermore, since delay-constrained
packets typically constitute only a small portion of the
total traffic traversing the network, the Tmax strategy
may output small bursts even if no high-priority packets have arrived at the burst assembler. Thus, a small
portion of delay-constrained traffic is actually causing
that all optical bursts are shaped to meet their requirements, which is obviously very inefficient. Nevertheless,
instead of considering a single Tmax constrain for all

packet arrivals, it makes more sense to use a Tmax threshold values for each traffic class, in order to ensure that
each packet will suffer no longer assembly delays than
what is specified by the Tmax value of its traffic class.
Consequently, each packet arrival imposes a maximum
burst-formation time, given by its associated Tmax .
For simplicity, let us consider that input traffic at OBS
ingress nodes carry packets from only two different classes of service, namely, the high-priority class and the
low-priority class. Additionally, let us further assume
that the two classes arrive following a Poissonian basis
with λh and λl input rates and are required not to suffer a delay greater than Th and Tl , respectively. Typically, λl > λh since low-priority packets are more common in practice. Also, Tl > Th , that is, low-priority
packets tolerate a higher delay value than high-priority
ones.
The following analyses the burst-size distribution
obtained when using such (Tl , Th ) burst-assembly strategy. For simplicity, this analysis has been splitted into two
cases: in the former, the burst assembler operates on a
immediate departure basis after a high-priority packet
arrival, that is, the burst is released straight after the first
high-priority packet has arrived, i.e., Th = 0; the latter is
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Fig. 3 Delay analysis of the 15th (top-right), 30th (bottom-left) and 45th (bottom-right) packet obtained when using a burst-assembly
algorithm with Tmax = 5 and λ = 10. For the 1st the delay is equal to Tmax = 5 units of time

slightly more complicated since it considers the delayed
departure case, that is, when Th > 0.

Table 1 Case summary for Th = 0 (inmediate departure)

Burst immediate departure (Th = 0)

Case 1:

This former case assumes Th = 0, that is, as soon as
a high-priority packet has arrived at the burstifier, the
optical burst is generated straightafter. The analysis of
the burst-size distribution requires to take into account
the following two possible situations separately: (1) the
first packet arrival is of high-priority, thus the burst contains only one packet; (2) the first packet arrival is of
low-priority, thus triggering the Tl timer. Clearly, in
the second situation, two possible situations may occur, namely: (2a) no high-priority packets arrive before
the Tl timer expires, and (2b) at least one high-priority
packet arrives within time [0, Tl ], say at time 0 < th < Tl .
Clearly, the total size distribution hence can be computed as the weighted sum of all cases.
Table 1 summarises all cases, their probabilities and
the burst-size distribution arisen in each case. The reader
is referred to appendix section “Burst-size distribution
with immediate departure (Th = 0)” for the details of
how such equations where obtained.

Case:

Case 2a:
Case 2b:

P(Case)P(N = n|Case)
λh
λl +λh δ(n)
n−1
λl
−λh Tl (λl Tl )
−λl Tl
λl +λh e
(n−1)! e

n−1
γinc (n−1,(λl +λh )Tl )
λl
λl
−λh Tl ) λh
λl +λh (1 − e
λl λl +λh
(n−2)!

As shall be shown in the numerical and simulation
experiments, this strategy yields small optical bursts
when the high-priority packet arrival rate is not much
smaller than the low-priority packet arrival rate. A solution to this drawback consists of providing extra time
for aggregating packets after a high-priority packet has
arrived, i.e., Th > 0. The following section studies this
case.
Burst delayed departure (Th > 0)
Again, the analysis of the burst delayed departure model
requires the consideration of several other cases: (1) the
first packet arrival is of high-priority, thus successive
packets are collected for a maximum amount of time
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Fig. 4 Delay analysis of the 1st (top-left), 15th (top-right), 30th (bottom-left) and 45th (bottom-right) packets obtained when using a
burst-assembly algorithm with Smax = 51 and Tmax = 5 and λ = 10

given by Th ; (2) the first packet arrival is of low-priority,
thus triggering the Tl timer. In the second case, three
possible situations may occur, namely: (2a) no high-priority packets arrive before Tl expires; (2b) the first highpriority packet arrives at time th ∈ [0, Tl − Th ], thus
setting the burst-assembly timer to the value th + Th ;
and (2c), the first high-priority packet arrives at time
th ∈ [Tl − Th , Tl ], hence the burst-assembly timer value
remains Tl . Again, the total size distribution can be computed as the weighted sum of all cases.
A summary of the equations obtained is presented
in Table 2. Again, the reader is encouraged to refer to
appendix section “Burst-size distribution with delayed
departure (Th > 0)” for further details.
Numerical and simulation experiments
This section shows the validity of the equations obtained
above with simulation experiments. As in the previous
numerical example, we have simulated 2 × 105 packet
arrivals on a Poissonian basis. The low- and high-priority packet incoming rates considered in the experiments are: (λl = 5, λh = 1) packets per unit of time. Figure 6 shows the burst-size distribution obtained under

the immediate departure strategy with timing parameters Tl = 4, Th = 0.
Clearly, the theoretical probability density function
obtained in the previous section accurately matches the
simulated results. In general terms, the immediate departure model outputs small optical bursts, since the optical
burst is completed as soon as a high-priority packet arh
= 16 .
rives, and this situation occurs with probability λ λ+λ
l
h
Thus, the average optical burst can be enlarged just
by increasing the value of Th > 0 (delayed departure
model).
In the light of this, Fig. 7 shows the results obtained for
the delayed departure model, with the same simulation
parameters as in the inmediate departure experiment,
but with several Th values, i.e., Th = 0 (top-left), Th = 1
(top-right), Th = 2 (bottom-left) and Th = 3 (bottomright). Obviously, Fig. 7 (top-left) is the same plot as
Fig. 6.
As shown, the average burst-size increases, the larger
the value of Th is. This is obviously expected since a
larger value of Th gives extra time for more packets
to be assembled, that is, those packets arriving within
time [th , th + Th ], where th ∈ [0, Tl ] refers to the time
at which the first high-priority packet arrives at the
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Fig. 5 Cumulative distribution function of the 1st (top-left), 15th (top-right), 30th (bottom-left) and 45th (bottom-right) burst-assembly
packet delay obtained with the three burst-assembly algorithms (Smax = 51 and Tmax = 5 and λ = 10)

Table 2 Case summary for
Th > 0 (delayed departure)

P(Case)P(N = n|Case)

Case:

λh ((λl +λh )Th )n−1 −(λl +λh )Th
e
λl +λh
(n−1)!
λl (λl Tl )n−1 −(λl +λh )Tl
e
λl +λh (n−1)!
λ

n−1 λh
γinc (n−1,(λl +λh )(Tl + λh Th ))−γinc (n−1,(λl +λh )2 λ1 Th )
λh
λl
λl (λl +λh )Th
l
l
e
λl +λh λl +λh
(n−2)!
n−1
n−1
λl
−(λl Tl )
−(λl Tl +λh Tl ) (λl Tl +λh Th )
λl +λh e
(n−1)!

Case 1:
Case 2a:
Case 2b:
Case 2c:

Burst size distribution

burst-assembler. In the light of this, Fig. 8 presents the
average burst-size and standard deviation for different
values of Th in the range Th ∈ (0, Tl ). As shown, the
burst-size standard deviation maintains, while the average burst-size significantly increases with Th .
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Fig. 6 Case example for Th = 0

60

The burst-assembly algorithms employed at OBS border
nodes play a crucial role in the analysis and characterisation of OBS networks, for two reasons mainly:
• Burst-assembly algorithms determine the sizestructure of outgoing optical bursts, which has a
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Fig. 7 Case example for Th > 0. Th = 0 (top-left), Th = 1 (top-right), Th = 2 (bottom-left) and Th = 3 (bottom-right)

• Burst-assembly strategies also determine the extra
delay given to each packet due to the burstification
process. Such delay is given by the burst-assembly
strategy employed at the border node and the relative order with respect to other arrivals. This impacts on the performance perceived by the particular
application to which such packet belongs to.

Burst–size main features
30
E[N]
Std[N]

E[N] and Std(N)

25
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0

0

1

2
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3

4

Fig. 8 Mean and standard deviation of burst size for several
values of Th , with parameters (λl = 5, λh = 1) and Tl = 4

further impact on the blocking probability exhibited at intermediate nodes, since the schuduling algorithms have more difficulties in finding available
time-slots to allocate them. This impacts on the
global operation of the optical network and its performance, via the probability of burst loss.

While the former cause–effect relationship has been
extensively analysed by the research community, the second has not been considered that much.
This work has analysed and provided a detailed study
on the burst-assembly delay suffered by each packet in
a burst, assuming the most typical burst-assembly techniques found in the literature.
Additionally, since such delay may be excessive for
certain applications, this work proposes a new burstassembly algorithm which provides quality of service
differentiation at the burst-assembly process level. This
is achieved by categorising packets into two or more
priority-levels and permitting the high-priority packets control and modify the burst-assembly process. The
burst-size distribution assuming different input rates
and burst-release timings is also obtained. It is worth
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noting that by combining high- and low-priority packets
into the same burst a larger burst size is obtained. This
effect is benefitial for the switch implementation, as the
switching time requirements are relaxed. Furthermore,
we also note that our scheme can be used in combination with burst segmentation schemes at the core OBS
switches. By adequately placing packets either at the
burst head or tail, a different packet drop probability
can be obtained. This scheme is called Optical Composite Burst Switching [6]. We further remark that our
delay calculations also apply if such scheme is adopted,
since the burst assembly delay is dominated by the arrival times of the packets that make up a burst. Then,
packets may be reordered within a burst, but this process does not affect much the packet delay at the edge,
i.e., the interval between the packet arrival and the time
epoch the burst is ready for departure.
Such service differentiation at the burst-assembly
level permits delay-based quality-of-service support and
guaranteed delay bounds between the border nodes of
the optical network, since no queuing delay exists in
OBS networks. This permits different treatment to packets with delay constrains over an underlying OBS-based
network.

Burst-size distribution with immediate departure
(Th = 0)
This section derives the equations shown in Table 1. To
do so, we shall consider each case separately.
Case 1: first packet of high-priority (p1 = h)
Clearly, if the first packet arriving is of high-priority,
then the optical burst only contains a single packet, i.e.,
P(N = n|p1 = h) = δ(n). This case occurs with probah
.
bility λ λ+λ
l

h

Case 2a: first packet of low priority (p1 = l) and no
high-priority packet arrivals within time [0, Tl ] (Nh = 0)
λl
This case occurs with probability λ +λ
e−λh Tl . The forl
h
mer term states the probability of the first packet to be
of low priority, whereas the second gives the probability of no high-priority packets within time [0, Tl ]. The
resulting burst size distribution is given by the amount
of packets arriving within time [0, Tl ], that is:

P(N = n|(p1 = l) ∩ (Nh = 0)) =
Appendix
Burst-assembly process revisited
The following lemma states the conditional burstassembly delay PDF of packet i, as stated in Lemma 2:
Lemma 4 Let n = 1, 2 . . . refer to the number of packets arriving at the burstifier in the time interval (0, Tmax ).
Then, the ith arrival experiences the following delay distribution function, conditioned to n packet arrivals within
(0, Tmax ):
1
n!
(n− i+ 1)!(i− 2)! T
0 ≤ d ≤ Tmax , i ≤ n

fdi |n (d) =

 n−i+1 

T −d i−1
d
,
T
T
(21)

(λl Tl )n−1 −λl Tl
e
(n − 1)!

(22)

Case 2b: first packet of low priority (p1 = l) and at least
one high-priority packet arrival within time [0, Tl ]
(Nh > 0)
λl
Finally, this case occurs with probability λ +λ
(1−e−λh Tl ).
l
h
The size of the outgoing burst obviously depends on
the moment th at which the high-priority packet arrives.
Clearly, such th ∈ [0, Tl ]. As shown in appendix section
“Burst-assembly process revisited” the time th is distributed as the first order statistic of a uniform random variable in the range [0, Tl ]. Computing the size distribution
of this case requires to take into account the probability
of Nh high-priority packets arrivals within time [0, Tl ],
along with the time th at which the first high-priority
packet arrival occurs. That is:

P(N = n|(p1 = l)∩(Nh > 0))

Proof Since the arrivals occur following a Poissonian
basis, the arrival times are uniformly distributed within
the interval (0, Tmax ). Then, the ith packet arrival time is
given by the ith order statistic of a uniform random variable in (0, Tmax ) [4, see chapter 2]. Let us thus refer to
such arrival time by a(i) , with PDF fa(i) (d), 0 ≤ d ≤ Tmax .

Then fdi |n (d) = fa(i) (T − d) and the lemma is proved. 

=

∞


P(N = n|Nh = j)P(Nh = j)

j=1
∞




Tl (λ t )n−2
Tl −th j−1 j
l h
e−λl th
dt
(n−2)!
Tl
Tl h
0

(λh Tl )j −λ T
e h l
j!
j=1
⎛
⎞
j−1
∞
j
Tl (λ t )n−2

T
−t
j
(λ
T
)
l h
l
h
h
l
−λ
t
−λ
T
e l h⎝
e h l ⎠ dth
=
(n−2)!
Tl
Tl
j!
0
=

j=1
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⎛

⎞

∞
Tl (λ t )n−2

(λh (Tl −th ))j−1 −λ T ⎠
l h
=
e−λl th ⎝λh
e h l dth
(n−2)!
(j−1)!
0
j=1

=

0



Tl (λ t )n−2
l h
e−λl th λh eλh (Tl −th ) e−λh Tl dth

= λh

(n−2)!

0

Tl (λ t )n−2
l h
e−(λl +λh )th dth

(23)

(n−2)!

Using the transformation z = (λh + λl )th , Eq. 23 yields:
P(N = n|(p1 = l) ∩ (Nh > 0))

n−1 (λl +λh )Tl
λl
λh
zn−2 e−z dz
=
λl λl + λh
0

n−1
λl
λh
γinc (n − 1, (λl + λh )Tl )
=
λl λl + λh
(n − 2)!

number of packets arriving within time (0, Th ) is characterised by a Poisson distribution with rate λl th and the
number of packets arriving within time (th , th + Th ) is
given by a Poisson distribution with rate (λl + λh )Th .
The distribution of th is given by the first order statistic
of a uniform random variable in the range (0, Tl − Th )
assuming Nh high-priority packet arrivals. The burst size
distribution in this case is thus given by:
P(N = n|(p1 = l)∩(Nh > 0)∩(th ∈ (0,Tl −Th )))
∞

P(N = n|Nh = j)P(Nh = j)
=
j=1

(24)

where γinc refers to the lower incomplete gamma
function.2

=

∞


Tl −Th
0

j=1

(λl th +(λl +λh )Th )n−2
(n−2)!

−(λl th +(λl +λh )Th )

×e

Burst-size distribution with delayed departure (Th > 0)

=

Case 1: first packet of high-priority (p1 = h)
Again, as in the case of immediate departure, this case
h
occurs with probability λ λ+λ
. However, the size of the
l
h
outgoing bursts is not one since the timer Th > 0 permits
more packet arrivals. Such amount of packets arriving
within time [0, Th ] with a total input rate of λl + λh is
given by:
P(N = n|(p1 = h)) =

(λl th +(λl +λh )Th )n−2
(n−2)!
0
⎛

∞ 

Tl −Th −th j−1
×e−(λl th +(λl +λh )Th ) dth ⎝
Tl −Th
×

=

j=1

= λh

(26)

Case 2b: first packet of low priority (p1 = l) and first
high-priority packet arriving within time th ∈ [0, Tl − Th ]
λl
This case occurs with probability λ +λ
. Let Nh refer
l
h
to the number of high-priority packets arriving withing
time [0, Tl − Th ] and th ∈ (0, Tl − Th ) the moment at
which the first high-priority packet arrives. Thus, the

0

e−λh (Tl −Th ) dth

(λl th +(λl +λh )Th )n−2 −(λl th +(λl +λh )Th )
e
(n−2)!
0
⎛
⎞
∞
j−1

(T
−T
−t
))
(λ
h l
h
h
e−λh (Tl −Th ) ⎠ dth
× ⎝λh
(
(j−1)!

λl
This case occurs with probability λ +λ
e−λh Tl and the
l
h
resulting optical bursts have the following size distribution:

Lower incomplete gamma function γinc (n, x) =

(λh (Tl −Th
j
Tl −Th
j!

))j

Tl −Th

=

x

j
dth
Tl −Th

Tl −Th

Case 2a: first packet of low priority (p1 = l) and no
high-priority packet arrivals after it (Nh = 0)

2

j−1

j=1

((λl + λh )Th )n−1 −(λl +λh )Th
e
(25)
(n − 1)!

(λl Tl )n−1 −λl Tl
e
P(N = n|(p1 = l) ∩ (Nh = 0)) =
(n − 1)!

Tl −Th −th
Tl −Th

(λh (Tl −Th ))j −λh (Tl −Th )
e
j!

×

This section derives the equations given in Table 2.
Again, we shall consider each case separately.



zn−1 e−z dz.

Tl −Th

(λl th +(λl +λh )Th )n−2
(n−2)!
0


×e−(λl th +(λl +λh )Th ) λh e−λh th dth
Tl −Th
0

(λl th +(λl +λh )Th )n−2
(n−2)!

×e−((λl +λh )th +(λl +λh )Th ) dth
Using the transformation th =
yields:

(27)
z
λl +λh

−

λl +λh
λl Th ,

Eq. 27

P(N = n|(p1 = l) ∩ (Nh > 0) ∩ (th ∈ (0, Tl − Th )))

n−2
λl
λ
(λl +λh )(Tl + λh Th ) λ +λ
z
l
l
h
= λh (λ +λ )2
l h T
(n
−
2)!
h
λ
l

(λ +λ )2
−(z− l λ h Th +(λl +λh )Th )
l

×e

dz
λl + λh
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n−2 λλh (λl +λh )Th
λl
e l
λh
=
λl + λh λl + λh
(n − 2)!




λh
× γinc n − 1, (λl + λh ) Tl + Th
λl


2
(λl + λh )
− γinc n − 1,
Th
λl

= λh

×e−(λl Tl +λh Th ) dth
(28)

Case 2c: first packet of low priority (p1 = l) and first
high-priority packet arriving within time
th ∈ [Tl − Th , Th ]
λl
This case occurs with probability λ +λ
. Again, let Nh
l
h
refer to the number of high-priority packets arriving
withing time [0, Tl − Th ], and th ∈ (Tl − Th , Tl ) the time
at which the first of such high-priority packets arrives.
The number of packets arriving within time (0, th ) are
charecterised by a Poisson distribution with rate λl th ,
whereas the number of packets arriving withing time
th , Tl are characterised by a Poisson distribution with
rate (λl + λh )(Tl − th ). Thus, the size distribution is
given by:

P(N = n|(p1 = l)∩(Nh > 0)∩(th ∈ (Tl −Th ,Tl )))
∞

=
P(N = n|Nh = j)P(Nh = j)
j=1

=

∞

j=1

(λl th +(λl +λh )(Tl −th ))n−2
(n−2)!
Tl −Th
Tl

×e−(λl th +(λl +λh )(Tl −th ))
×
=



Tl −th
Th

j−1

j
dth
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(λh Th )j −λh Th
e
j!

(λl th +(λl +λh )(Tl −th ))n−2
(n−2)!
Tl −Th
Tl

×e−(λl th +(λl +λh )(Tl −th )) dth
⎛
⎞
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j

T
−t
j
(λ
T
)
l
h
h h
×⎝
e−λh Th ⎠ dth
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j!
j=1

=

(λl th +(λl +λh )(Tl −th ))n−2
(n−2)!
Tl −Th
Tl

×e−(λl th +(λl +λh )(Tl −t))
⎛
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(T
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(λ
h l
h
e−λh Th ⎠ dth
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(j−1)!
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=

(λl th +(λl +λh )(Tl −Th ))n−2
(n−2)!
Tl −Th
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λh e−λh (th +Th −Tl ) dth
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Tl
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(n−1)!
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